2006 trailblazer interior

A strong drivetrain, plenty of room inside and a long features list make the Chevrolet Trailblazer
an attractive family vehicle, but some cheap interior materials and iffy handling keep it from
gaining our full recommendation. After years of lagging behind the competition with old-tech
engines, bouncy suspensions and cramped interiors, Chevrolet revamped its midsize
TrailBlazer in and turned it into a true class contender. Rugged and durable, the TrailBlazer has
its roots in Chevy's Blazer line of vehicles, which has long provided transportation to those who
take the "climb every mountain" maxim literally. The Chevrolet TrailBlazer is a direct
descendant of the S Blazer, a compact sport-ute that first appeared as a model. Based on the S
pickup truck introduced one year earlier, the S Blazer shared most of its components and some
sheet metal with that small pickup. In , a four-door S Blazer appeared, just in time to serve up
some competition to the Explorer. By , SUV fever was burning hot. Chevrolet astutely surmised
that buyers would appreciate a dash of luxury with their off-road transportation, and the Chevy
TrailBlazer was born. This plush version of the four-door Blazer featured a two-tone leather
interior, monotone exterior scheme and unique alloy wheels. Unfortunately, this early
TrailBlazer didn't quite measure up to its competition, undermined by cavernous gap tolerances
between panels, a dated exterior and decidedly subpar handling. Things took a turn for the
better in , when the Chevrolet TrailBlazer benefited from a top-to-bottom overhaul. There was
more power under the hood, more style on the outside and more passenger and cargo room
inside. While these improvements have certainly boosted the TrailBlazer's standing, they
haven't sent it bolting to the head of its class. The bottom line? If you can put up with the mushy
handling the exception to this being the new SS trim and don't mind the drab cabin aesthetics,
the Chevrolet TrailBlazer is a competent vehicle. But from our standpoint, there are even more
competent vehicles for the same price or less. LS models come decently equipped, offering
such features as inch aluminum wheels, dual-zone manual air conditioning, cruise control,
OnStar, a CD player and power windows and locks. LT models add a power driver seat,
premium cloth upholstery, foglamps, keyless entry and inch alloys. The SS package can be
added to either model, and includes sport suspension, inch polished wheels, unique interior
and exterior trim and the 6. Major options include leather upholstery, a sunroof, a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system, a DVD-based navigation system, a Bose sound system, an in-dash CD
changer and satellite radio. The TrailBlazer's standard 4. Those who tow a trailer will appreciate
the added low-end grunt of the optional 5. The SS package includes a 6. Properly equipped, V8
models can tow up to 6, pounds; six-cylinder versions max out at 6, pounds. Buyers have a
choice between two- and four-wheel drive. Four-wheel-drive TrailBlazers with the SS package
gain an upgraded system with a Torsen center differential. The SS is seriously quick and can hit
60 mph in 6. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes and stability control are standard. Full-length side
curtain airbags are optional. If equipped with the optional airbags, the NHTSA gives the Chevy
TrailBlazer a perfect five stars for its protection of front and rear occupants in side-impact
crashes. Frontal-impact testing resulted in three-star ratings for the driver and four stars for the
front passenger. The Chevrolet TrailBlazer is great for freeway on-ramps and highway passing,
but stop-and-go driving reveals a lack of low-end grunt from the standard inline six that keeps it
from earning unanimous praise. While the inline six provides adequate power for most driving,
either of the V8s are our choice, as they provide loads of torque for easy passing and merging
and extra stamina when hauling heavy loads. The sport-ute's suspension is a mixed bag. Its soft
tuning results in an extremely comfortable ride around town and on the highway. But push it
hard into a corner, or take a bump too fast in the dirt, and the TrailBlazer's soft setup gets out of
sorts quickly. The SS is another story. Around town and at normal freeway speeds the ride is
firm but comfortable. When pressed on twisty roads, the SS' body motions are extremely well
controlled, the steering feel is excellent and there's very little lean during hard cornering. The
Chevrolet TrailBlazer offers ample interior room, with five adults able to fit comfortably.
Although most of the controls are easy to use, the overall interior design is drab compared to
the cabins of competitors, and many of the TrailBlazer's interior materials look and feel cheap.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Chevrolet Trailblazer. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three

years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Trailblazer lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Skittish handling around corners, numb steering, generic interior design with mediocre
materials. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The TrailBlazer SS trim includes a hp, 6. Special SS interior trim pieces and
reduced exterior body cladding are also part of this new package. Other changes for the
TrailBlazer this year include new front and rear fascias for the LT trim, additional sound
insulation and a newly available horsepower, 5. OnStar, a stability control system and cruise
control are also now standard for all trim levels. Read more. Write a review See all 99 reviews. I
have had this truck since I bought it for myself as a birthday gift. It sits at , miles and it runs like
I just drove it off the lot. I keep up the necessary maintanace on it. I have been threw a few
battiers, much to my own fault for having my system hooked up to it. A fuel tank sensor recalled
so I got my money back , tires, water pump two times, an altanator, rear hatch shocks, and
some front end stuff struts, control arms, bearings, etc. I love this truck and I wouldn't trade it
for anything else. I'm not looking forward to the day I have to replace it Read less. Solid Engine,
Good value vehicle. Brad M. We have since owned the vehicle since This SUV was the first one
I've ever owned. It took a little getting used to the low gas mileage, but living in Pennsylvania
with sometimes heavy snow and icy conditions, it was great having a vehicle with 4WD and
good ground clearance. This vehicle will hit , miles within the next month and I hope to keep the
vehicle for at least another 20K miles unless some costly major repair is needed. The O2 sensor
has been replaced once and I am online now ordering a thermostat for the engine and a rear
tail-light, my wife backed into a car yesterday while out shopping. The Inline 6 engine is highly
rated and I've never had any issue with it. The rear struts need to be replaced, but it still passes
state inspection and each time the mechanics mention how great of condition this vehicle is in.
My only complaints with this vehicle are that the interior is cheap looking on our LS model. The
dash is cheap feeling hard plastic and the rear speakers have been out for over a year. Overall I
love this vehicle and would consider buying another even though they are pretty old. There is a
fantastic website forum called TrailVoy. We had a fuel sensor issue with the Trailblazer. The gas
gague always read empty when the sensor went out. There is a "hidden assistance recall" that
GM has that you have to go thru a dealer. This is my second Trailblazer. First one was I bought
the in with about 30, miles on it. It now has , miles. Love its power and appearance. Gas mileage
is acceptable with about city and 20 on the highway. I have replaced the brakes twice. Tires
replaced once. Used it to pull 4, lb trailer for a while. It did it, but it wasn't happy. With a 3, lb
trailer it drives much better, but hwy mileage sank to about mpg. When this one wears out I will
look for another one. See all 99 reviews of the Used Chevrolet Trailblazer. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Trailblazer. Sign Up. The monthly
payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease,
you can also use the payment calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites
and magazines, our ratings are not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more
encompassing batch of criteria: quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability
history and value. When comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that
the rating earned by each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most
exceptional vehicles achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its
class. Decent, but not quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles
of the same class. Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect
for the price. Below are all exterior and interior colors for the Chevrolet Trailblazer. Colors
generally differ by style. We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great
price on the new Chevrolet Trailblazer. This is how it works:. We have information you must
know before you buy the Trailblazer. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing
insights. I agree to receive emails from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any
time. We will not spam you, and will never sell your email. Priva
instamatic timer
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cy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Chevrolet Trailblazer Chevrolet
Trailblazer Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a
vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to
qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the
following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. Buying

With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on
the new Chevrolet Trailblazer. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The
dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. New Car Quick Quote
Chevrolet. Please select a model trailblazer. Get Your Price. Insider Information We have
information you must know before you buy the Trailblazer. Your Email Submit. Thank you. You
are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.

